INNOVATIVE DESIGN

Fine Design
INTERIORS, INC.

2011 ASID Hawaii Award of Merit

Fine Design Interiors, Inc., (FDI) a Hawaii
Island-based firm specializing in residential
interiors, assists clients with projects ranging
from quaint beach cottages to construction
management on the highest-end luxury resort
homes. Led by Principal Designer Shirley
Wagner, ASID-NCIDQ, the experienced team at
Fine Design has received a multitude of highly
prestigious design industry awards for their
work. FDI has also been commissioned to work
in California, Colorado, Washington and the
Caribbean.
Noteworthy FDI projects include the historic
Charles Dickey Residence in Honolulu; several
Kukio Resort residences; an Estate Villa at
Hanoa at Hualalai Resort; a Hokulia Resort
Residence; a Modern Hawaii Beach Cottage
and a Mauna Kea Villa among many others.
As part of the FDI brand, the newly launched
Design Alive Furnishings portfolio offers clients
an extensive selection of custom interiors
featuring healthy and sustainable furnishings.
These products do not contain or release
formaldehydes, pesticides or other pollutants
known to cause harm to people and the planet.
Only furnishings manufactured with high quality
control and healthy, sustainable best practices
are included.
Shirley and her team are committed to
designing beautiful, mindful spaces that
tastefully blend art, textures, materials, form and
function to create an authentic, true sanctuary
for living.
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Principal Designer
SHIRLEY WAGNER,
ASID-NCIDQ,
has been working throughout the
Hawaiian Islands for 25 years and on
the mainland since 1987. Her widely
published work has been recognized
with numerous prestigious awards.
Clients appreciate Shirley’s ability to
listen well and understand their needs,
making the design process streamlined
and enjoyable.
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